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We have grouped questions with common themes that were asked during the 
recent webinar held on Thursday 14 April 2022 on Applying Lean Principles to HR. 
Below are the answers of general nature; if you need guidance specific to your 
business requirements; please contact the HR Partner team at Employment 
Innovations. 

 

Q:  How do you know what HRIS to go for? As a business of almost 300 
employees we are still very manual but want a system that can assist 
with onboarding, performance management and the overall employee 
lifecycle. Ideally, we want it to be Australia based but not sure we can 
tick all of these boxes!   

A:  A quick Google search will show there are numerous HRIS systems in the 
Australian market! The absolute minimum features you should be looking for when 
choosing an HRIS platform include the extent to which the system will automate your 
key tasks (such as onboarding), the level of confidence that contracts and policies are 
compliant, and the ease of access for employees. Our clients use Australian based 
Employment Hero as their HR one-stop-shop, which automates and digitalises the 
full employee lifecycle process, has a suite of contracts and policies regularly 
reviewed and updated by inhouse employment specialists and integrates seamlessly 
with most existing platforms.  

Not to mention other fab features such as engagement initiatives and tracking, goal 
management and the ability to generate and customise reports. Reach out to our 
team, if you would like to know more. 

 

  

https://www.employmentinnovations.com/contact-us/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/contact-us/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/software/hr/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/contact-us/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/contact-us/
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Q:  How do you avoid survey fatigue? Engagement is one theme we 
survey on so how do we make sure we don't overwhelm staff?   

A:  A drop in response rates and overall survey engagement can be an indicator of 
survey fatigue. You will more often find this when issuing a deep dive engagement 
survey which has a larger number of questions and requires more of your employees’ 
time. For this reason, it’s important that these are run less-frequently and that you 
are mixing up the types of questions you are asking.  

If you are noticing a drop in engagement on your pulse question (for example, how 
happy are you at work?) then you can change up your question frequency. We have 
found that the best frequency for this question is Monthly so that you are retrieving 
data frequently enough to make timely changes if required. This can differ from 
organisation to organisation so if you’re asking this monthly, maybe try quarterly 
and see if there is an increase in engagement.  

If you don’t notice a change then you may need to re-launch your happiness survey 
by communicating to your teams the purpose of the question, what you intend to do 
with the information and reiterating its anonymous nature. 

 

Q:  Whilst we regularly survey and address engagement, do you have 
any examples or tools for testing "happiness"? 

A:  A simple “between 1-10, how happy are you at work?” is a great starting point. 
Having a quantitative response (as opposed to a short answer response) enables you 
to compare and analyse trends in your happiness score over time. You can also infer 
overall happiness through your engagement survey by asking more targeted 
questions about different aspects of the employee experience (e.g. do you feel your 
monetary and non monetary benefits are fair). 

In terms of a method of surveying, there are a number of HR Software providers 
(including Employment Hero as previously mentioned) that enable you to ask your 
employee satisfaction question through the platform. There are also software 
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providers that focus solely on employee engagement and feedback (e.g. TINYPulse, 
Culture Amp). 

 

Q:  What if staff aren’t engaged or they’re not answering the surveys at 
all?  

A:  This question is answered best in two parts - first, low engagement and secondly, 
low response rates to engagement surveys. 

First, to address low engagement you need to understand more about what’s behind 
it. A survey isn’t the only way to do this! You might begin by exploring the extent to 
which everyone is on board with the company’s mission and vision. Do they know the 
“why” behind what they do every day? Further to this, how connected are employees 
to their managers? Having regular one on one meetings and team discussions can 
help to understand issues or concerns which may be simmering below the surface. 
Beyond the one-on-one, organisations with a visible and approachable senior 
leadership team often have higher engagement levels - especially where the senior 
leaders proactively initiate discussions with all levels of the organisation. 

Secondly, to boost response rates to engagement surveys, it pays to have a well 
thought out communication plan, including consideration of frequency, timing with 
other company events and methods used to promote the survey. Managers should 
be encouraged to lead by example and promote the importance of participation in 
the survey. Also check the company’s track record for making changes based on 
feedback received in previous engagement initiatives - it makes sense that 
employees with a high level of trust that something will be done with the feedback, 
are significantly more likely to respond. 

That’s just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to engagement. Due to popular 
demand, we are currently planning an Engagement webinar for later this year - stay 
tuned! 
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Q:  How can we access the HR health Check you referred to? 

A:  The HR Health Check is a comprehensive and collaborative process, designed by 
our HR Partners to understand your business, including past, present and anticipated 
challenges, your goals and objectives and more generally, the status quo - the aim is 
to help prioritise where to focus your HR activity in a way that directly aligns with 
your overall business strategy.  

The process is structured using the Health Check template, which covers 20 key 
touchpoints for a healthy HR function. Access a copy of our free HR Toolkit resource, 
which includes the Health Check template and what to do with it. 

 

--- END ---  

https://insights.employmentinnovations.com/hr-toolkit

